Agility Mail for Teams - Cloud Hosted E-Mail
Robust, Flexible E-Mail for Small Teams
Agility Mail for teams is the perfect solution for small
businesses that want to have a small group share a
single e-mal address.

Who would use Agility Mail for Teams?
Agility Mail for teams is an ideal solution if you want all of
your staff to use a single e-mail address to communicate
with customers and suppliers, but want them all to have the
same view of e-mail at all times, including any Folders and
Sent Items. It’s perfect for small teams that work in shifts,
have part time staff and when you want to avoid messages
being sent to someone who isn’t “on shift”.

What do customers say?

Features of Agility Mail for Teams
One e-mail address, and up to 5 different people can
share a mailbox with the standard subscription
A massive amount of storage - up to 25GB for the teams
e-mail, sent items, calendars and contacts
No backups to worry about, as the e-mail is all backed
up by us as part of your subscription
Easy to use – Agility Mail for Teams uses Microsoft
Outlook so it’s familiar to your team
Everything, from new messages to Sent Items is stored
in one place, and everyone sees the same information
Have a new address or bring an existing “legacy” e-mail
address to the service to use with Agility Mail for Teams

I have a PC, a laptop and two
email accounts. Agility Mail was
recommended as this would
enable me to have both
accounts on each computer,
updated in real time. Plus, I’ve
the facility to log on to both
accounts via Agility webmail,
home or abroad.
The set-up works extremely
well - I’ve had good support
from the team if there’s been a
problem, and as I’m not
particularly computer literate,
they have treated my questions
with patience, politeness and
efficiency. It’s been good value
for money –if you have a set-up
anything like mine I would
recommend Agility Mail

MADDY JEVON
Available standalone or as an additional mailbox
To find out more call us on 01392 950 950 | enquiries@vpwsys.net | www.vpwsys.net/hosted/

Agility Mail for Teams…
Agility Mail for Teams is a specially adapted service designed for “in office” use by a small team of
people with tailored storage, features and support to meet the unique needs of small teams
Agility Mail for Teams Feature

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Maximum Number of Team Computers/Users

5

10

10

A single integrated email, contacts and calendar
view for your entire team

Yes

Yes

Yes

Generous Mailbox Sizes

15GB

20GB

25GB

Use Microsoft Outlook 2007, 2010 or 2013

Yes

Yes

Yes

A single e-mail address shared for everyone in
the team

Yes

Yes

Yes

Bring an existing e-mail address and use it with
Agility Mail for Teams even if it’s with another
provider (subject to availability)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Use your Business Domain Name

Yes

Yes

Yes

Use a Domain Name for Business Email

Yes

Yes

Yes

Do more with Agility Mail for Teams…
Customers use Agility Mail for Teams for all kinds of purposes. Here are a few ways to get the most of the
Agility Mail for Teams Service:
Use the Calendar and Contacts to have a “Company Wide” Contacts Directory and Calendar so
everyone has the same contact information and important information like Annual Leave is easily
accessible to everyone in the team
Use a Team Mailbox as a centralised “Project Archive” creating folders and storing entire e-mail
correspondence histories for customers or projects in one easy to access, high storage area.

Combine it with Standard Agility Mail Mailboxes so you can have “individual” and “team” mailboxes
(requires additional subscriptions)

Product
features
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